Rooted in the Christian heritage...
open to the widening future
this centre is one of two operated by the Othona Community
A PLACE
West Dorset is rich in history, wildlife and culture – a joy to visit, but not ruined
by tourism. We occupy 7 acres of gloriously untamed grounds on an unspoilt
stretch of coast.
In Community House you’ll find simple but comfortable accommodation, with
wide sea views and a homely log fire. The beach is 15 minutes walk away through
National Trust meadows.

A PLACE TO BE
Othona is a great place just to be. Leave the stress of your daily life behind.
Let go of a few responsibilities. Relax in surroundings that lift your spirit.
Wake each morning to birdsong from the woods that surround us. Fall asleep
to the rhythm of waves on the beach below.

A PLACE TO BE REAL
In this beautiful setting many people find a surprising quality of acceptance.
When image and status don’t matter, we’re free to be who we are, without judgment
or expectations. Free to look within and recognise, perhaps, parts of ourselves that
have lain dormant.

A PLACE TO BE REAL TOGETHER
So you relax. The real you finds breathing space. And maybe you will also discover
a rare depth of connection with other people.
Othona’s a place with lots of unforced laughter, easy sharing of each other’s
life stories, and not a few unembarrassed tears. This is a taste of community –
something so often missing in today’s world. (All spiritual traditions recognise
this. One Christian name for it is the fellowship of the Holy Spirit.)
Our hope is that this experience carries over as a practical blessing in your
everyday life.
For some Frequently Asked Questions see page 17
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An Experience of Living Community
We welcome people of all faiths and outlooks. Only together can we
hope to build a sustainable future of justice and peace. Down-to-earth
and open-hearted, Othona has its roots in the inclusive Christian
tradition, and now draws on a wealth of other inspirations too.
Othona West Dorset is a centre dedicated to human wellbeing – of body,
mind and spirit. We have found that individual wellbeing grows through an
experience of community with others and of connection with Spirit/God.
Charging Policy
Our standard rate reflects what Othona needs to cover costs as a not-for-profit
charity. The concessionary ratePZMYLLS`H]HPSHISLMVYHSS^OVULLKP[\W[V
days per person per year). It is not tied to eligibility for any state benefit. We leave
it to your discretion whether you need a concession. If even the concessionary
rate is a problem for you, we have a bursary fund. Applications for bursaries –
to the warden please – are treated in confidence.
We don’t quote concessionary rates for children, but are happy to consider
a reduction if your family needs it. Please contact us to discuss.
If you arrive late or leave early we usually charge for the full event (unless explicitly
agreed otherwise in advance).

Quiet Week

4-10 Feb (Sat-Fri am)

@V\»KSPRLZWHJLMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHZ[OLUL^`LHYILNPUZ[V\UMVSK&;OPZ^LLRPZUV[H
completely silent retreat, but offers a depth of tranquillity, a quality of presence that
will rest parts of you that need rest… and awaken parts that have dozed off! Angela
Steele will be with us, supporting the atmosphere of contemplation. Once or twice
each day she offers a brief selection of words, images and music to prompt our
YLÅLJ[PVUZVUH[OLTL¸<ZL@V\Y*VTTVU:LUZLZ¹:OL^PSSLUJV\YHNL\Z[VSVVR
H[[OLÄ]LZLUZLZHUKOV^I`WH`PUNH[[LU[PVU[V[OLTHUK^OH[[OL`YLHSS`[LSS\Z
we can begin to imagine a different way of knowing.
Angela is a writer and artist; she draws her spirituality and inspiration from the
countryside and the seashore. She and her husband have a smallholding in Somerset
^OLYLHTVUNV[OLYHUPTHSZZOLIYLLKZ,_TVVYWVUPLZ(ZHYL[PYLK<UP[LK
Reformed Church minister she is an experienced leader of Quiet Days and Retreats.
:PUNSLYVVTZN\HYHU[LLK\USLZZ`V\ZWLJPÄJHSS`^HU[[VZOHYL(ISHaPUNSVNÄYL
and home-cooked food. Some meals in silence. A cosy library. A peaceful chapel.
A long empty beach and good walking country. An accepting, creative community.
£326 (£249 CONC.)
>VU»[`V\QVPU\Z&:LLHSZV:LW[
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Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for more about each event and Othona

Roll Up Your Sleeves

4HY4VU:\UWT

If you’ve never tried one of these weeks you may not realise how special they are.
Ideal for practical people who like to lend a hand and do something worthwhile.
Sharing umpteen jobs round the house and grounds we all get a real sense of
HJOPL]LTLU[HUKJHTHYHKLYPL¶^VYRPUNOHYK\W[VOV\YZHKH`I\[WSH`PUNOHYK
too with plenty of laughs and diversions. We aim to vary the jobs to suit all abilities.
£80 (NO CONCESSIONS)

Introduction to the Enneagram

4HY(Thurs-Sun pm)

The Enneagram is a dynamic, ancient, spiritual and psychological model of humanity.
It describes nine basic personality types, how they vary and interact, and the direct
link between the psychological and spiritual aspects of each. Giving extraordinarily
accurate insight into our day-to-day behaviour, preoccupations, strengths and
weaknesses and those of our friends, colleagues and lovers, it also indicates each
person’s most fruitful approach to personal growth. On this introductory workshop
you will discover the hidden emotional and mental concerns of each type, and learn
some of the patterns of behaviour and interaction created by these unconscious
habits of perception. Recognise your own type and those of people you know,
understanding how both security and stress ‘change’ your personality. Learn to
improve relationships of all kinds and start to discover how to use your ‘negative’
patterns to fuel growth.
With Karen Webb, author of Principles of the EnneagramHUKWYVIHIS`[OL<2»Z
MVYLTVZ[,UULHNYHT[LHJOLY:LLHSZV5V]
£249 (£209 CONC.)
www.theenneagram.co.uk

Yoga Retreat: a chance to delve more deeply

4HY(Fri-Sun pm)

This weekend is for you if you already have some experience of a regular yoga
practice. It offers a combination of postures, breathing, and meditation, as well as
time to rest and explore a beautiful part of the world. We will explore the more subtle
inner aspects of our yoga practice by including the use of two of the three bandhas
IHUKOHTLHUPUNºSVJR»¶HZPUISVJRPUN[OLÅV^VMWYHUHLULYN`PUHWHY[PJ\SHY
direction, thereby coaxing it in the opposite direction). These help us to promote
Z[YLUN[OLULYN`NYLH[LYÅL_PIPSP[`YLSH_H[PVUHUKHUH^HYLULZZVMKLLWLYPUULY
VWLUPUNW\YPÄJH[PVU(SZVPUJS\KLK^PSSIL[OL\ZLVMT\KYHZT\KYHTLHUPUNºZLHS»
¶HZPUZLHSPUNHUKKPYLJ[PUNHWH[OVYWHY[PJ\SHYWYHUHLULYN`ÅV^K\YPUNV\Y
pranayama practices and meditation.
Debs AlbonPZHUL_WLYPLUJLK/H[OH`VNH[LHJOLY^OVOHZILLUWYHJ[PJPUNMVY
years. A mum of 5, (also a pregnancy yoga teacher!), she loves life, and especially
£152 (£126 CONC.)
walking her dogs in the beautiful West Sussex countryside.
“A very special time, special moments with people in love with life and generous in
their sharing.”
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Open Space with Tai Chi

4HY¶(WY;\LZ4VUHT

Open Space means a classic Othona relaxation week – spend time in community
but with a minimal programme so you can pursue your own priorities (walking,
YLHKPUNQ\Z[JOPSSPUN&;OPZ[PTL[OLYL^PSSHSZVILKHPS`ZLZZPVUZVM[HPJOPHUKXPNVUN
exercises with David Talbot@V\KVU»[ULLKHU`WYL]PV\ZL_WLYPLUJL[VILULÄ[MYVT
these graceful and mindful movement practices. David’s teaching emphasises the
OLHS[OHUKYLSH_H[PVUILULÄ[ZVM;HP*OPYH[OLY[OHU[OLTHY[PHSHY[ZHZWLJ[Z
£326 (£249 CONC.)

Families Bargain Break

7-11 Apr (Fri-Tues am)

Our much-loved short break for families (and others) always offers fun and creative
opportunities: walks, games, music-making etc. So there’s no shortage of activities.
)\[`V\»SSÄUKJOHUJLZ[VYLZ[[VV¶X\HSP[`[PTL^P[O`V\YV^UMHTPS`HUKYLSH_PUN
with a mixed bunch of new friends. Othona gives a glorious break from the usual
pressures of life, from digital distractions and from deadlines. And to make it all
LHZPLY[OLLSKLZ[JOPSKPULHJOMHTPS`NYV\WJVTLZMYLLVMJOHYNL>OH[»ZUV[[VSPRL&
:LLHSZV 6J[
£211 (£159 CONC.) 11-18: £110 3-10: £84 BUT ELDEST CHILD PER FAMILY FREE

,HZ[LY9L[YLH[!3VHSST`OLHY[»ZÄLSKYLKHUK[VYU
(WY(;O\YZ4VU am)
3VHSST`OLHY[»ZÄLSKYLKHUK[VYU(UK[OV\^PS[IYPUN[OL`V\UNNYLLUJVYU¯
old English hymn.
The Celts used to say their lives were inspired by two books – the Holy Scriptures
and the book of Nature. We will allow both to lead us through our Easter journey,
guided by Tess Ward. Beginning with the Gospel story, we will open out and follow
the divine rhythm, that is echoed in both books, of living, dying and new life. We will
weave this with the truth of our own stories in poetry, music, pictures, ceremony,
playing together, creativity, silence and all the earth and sea have to offer. Our chapel
[PTLZ^PSSIL*LS[PJPUÅH]V\YI\[HSZVKYH^PUNVU[OLT`Z[PJHS[YHKP[PVUZOLSWPUN\Z[V
enter fully into this most universal of stories on this earth that we share.
Tess has contributed at the Greenbelt Festival and is author of The Celtic Wheel of
the YearH[YLHZ\YLKZWPYP[\HSYLZV\YJLMVYTHU`WLVWSL/LYIVVRAlternative
Pastoral Prayers draws directly on her experience in hospice chaplaincy. She is
currently writing about pilgrimage in the Celtic lands of the North East of England
where she now lives.
£236 (£184 CONC.)
tessward.wordpress.com

“Surely the greatest service station on life’s motorway. I leave refreshed, refuelled and
ready for my journey to tomorrow. I shall hold for a long time the love and care of a
very special group.”
4

Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for day events and non-residential participation

Do Words Choose Us? Writing the Way You Feel and Think
(WY(Thurs-Sun pm)
These few days under the expert guidance of Graham Fawcett will encourage
and inspire you, whether you keep a journal, write the occasional poem, even hope
to write… or already do so with an eye to publication. Do Words Choose Us? is
designed to help you explore how it is that one moment we are staring at something
^LÄUK¸KPMÄJ\S[[VW\[PU[V^VYKZ¹[OLUL_[IY\ZOPUN[OH[KPMÄJ\S[`HZPKLHZ^LMLLS
\ZOLYLKPU[VHÅ\LUJ`>L^PSSYLHKHUK^YP[LHUK[HSRHIV\[P[HSS;OLYL^PSSILWSLU[`
VMX\PL[TVTLU[ZMVY^YP[PUNHUKYLÅLJ[PVU(UKTVZ[PTWVY[HU[S`VMHSS`V\^PSSVUS`
need to write the way you personally feel and think.
Graham has led writing days, weekends, and longer courses in London and Southern
,UNSHUKV]LY[OLSHZ[[OPY[`Ä]L`LHYZ/LOHZILLUJSVZLS`PU]VS]LK^P[O[OL(Y]VU
Foundation’s Devon centre at Totleigh Barton and with The Poetry School in London.
£245 (£205 CONC.)
4VYLHIV\[.YHOHT!www.grahamfawcett.co.uk

Dawn Chorus, Mothwatch and Full English! (WY4VU¶ HT
(ZÄYZ[SPNO[Z[YLUN[OLUZ[OL^VVKZHUKOLKNLYV^ZHYV\UK6[OVUHJVTLHSP]L^P[O
IPYKZVUN-PYZ[[PTLYVYYLN\SHYIPYK^H[JOLY`V\»SSÄUKDominic Couzens a superb
guide. A renowned wildlife author and broadcaster, with encyclopaedic knowledge
and an engaging style, he’ll also introduce us to whatever mammals and moths
visited overnight (all weather permitting). And then we share a slap-up cooked
IYLHRMHZ[ÄUPZOPUNI` 
You can attend Dawn Chorus just on the day – or stay over if you’ve attended
¸+V>VYKZ*OVVZL<Z&¹
4VYLHIV\[+VTPUPJ!www.birdwords.co.uk
£18

Walking Week: Bluebell Time

(WY¶4H`(Fri-Thurs am)

The perfect antidote to urban life and the pressures of work, Othona’s walking weeks
are renowned for the diversity and sheer beauty of the routes on offer. Each morning
^LZL[V\[^P[OWHJRLKS\UJOLZHUKZOHYLPUHSLK^HSRVMIL[^LLUHUKTPSLZ
These are gentle group walks, not forced marches, but Dorset has its fair share of
OPSSZZV`V\KVULLK[VILYLSH[P]LS`Ä[5V^HSRPZJVTW\SZVY`ZV`V\JHUZOHWL
your own week. Back at Othona we’ll enjoy scrumptious home-cooked food,
YLÅLJ[P]LºZLLK[PTL»LHJOTVYUPUNHUKL]LUPUNYLSH_H[PVUI`[OLJVTT\UP[`SVNÄYL
Stunning cliffpaths, hidden valleys, ancient earthworks, remote woodlands, beautiful
villages, atmospheric churches… and great little tearooms! Tony Jaques has been
SLHKPUN^HSRZOLYLMVYTVYL[OHU`LHYZI\[Z[PSSTHUHNLZ[V]HY`OPZYV\[LZHUK
discover new delights. A non-walking friend or partner who shares your bedroom is
welcome, but they will need to fend for themselves when the group is out exploring.
£326 (£249 CONC.)
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Honouring Our Sacred Self

 (WY(Sat 10.00-5.00)

A wholistic retreat day to revive body, heart and soul with yoga teacher Sian Alcock.
Welcome to a day where we can step away from our busy lives as we gently and
mindfully open ourselves to a day of nurturing, rejuvenation and healing. Gentle yoga
is a part of it, and you don’t need previous experience – total beginners are welcome.
(See also 24 June & 23 Sept)
£50, LUNCH INCLUDED, OR £55 IF BOOKING IN FINAL 2 WEEKS.
www.sacredshores.net
ALL ENQUIRIES AND BOOKINGS THROUGH SIAN ON 07527 052273 OR SIAN.SACREDSHORES@GMAIL.COM

Burning Gold: creative contemplation of Blake’s divine vision
4H`(Wed-Sun pm)
(YL[YLH[\ZPUN[OL(WWSLZLLK4L[OVK¶^P[OJennie Barnsley and 9V`)H`ÄLSK.
We will take the words of the much-loved hymn ‘Jerusalem’ as a touchstone, to
explore a liberating spiritual vision of a better world. Through meditative,
kindergarten-simple creative activities, we will experience our own deep responses
[V[OL^VYKZVM>PSSPHT)SHRL[OLYHKPJHS[OJLU[\Y`T`Z[PJHY[PZ[HUKWVL[
Appleseed, a process originated in the Quaker tradition, involves silent listening to
talks on the theme, followed by simple and enjoyable arts-based response activities,
and the option to share our experiences with each other. A regular feature in the
Othona calendar, Appleseed proves itself time and time again as an accessible and
rewarding process that opens the heart, feeds the mind and lets the spirit soar.
6W[PVUHSHJ[P]P[PLZHYV\UK[OLJVYL[OLTL^PSSPUJS\KLT\ZPJÄSTHUK[PTL[VZVJPHSPZL
Jennie is a Quaker theologian and avid crafter; Roy is a published poet and writer
with experience of meditation in the western wisdom tradition.
£261 (£209 CONC.)
Read more at simplespiritcreativity.com

Forgiveness in Family Life

4H`(Sun 10.00-4.00)

A day retreat for couples or individuals wishing to explore the issue of forgiveness in
their family relationships, past or present. Beth Wareing and Jools Oates will create
^P[O`V\HZHMLZWHJL^OLYL`V\TH`JVUZPKLYPKLHZMYVT+LZTVUKHUK4WOV;\[\»Z
The Book of Forgiving, and how useful they may be in your situation. Beth and Jools
use not only language but also creativity, story, metaphor, or movement. The retreat
is for adults only, of all faiths and none.
)L[OHUK1VVSZHYLX\HSPÄLKMHTPS`HUKZ`Z[LTPJWZ`JOV[OLYHWPZ[Z^P[OTHU``LHYZ
of experience in working with children, young people and families in mental health
services, youth offending services, and schools. Their vision is to extend the
availability of the wisdom and insight of systemic therapy to all, without need for
KPHNUVZPZVYWYVISLTKLÄUP[PVU:`Z[LTPJ[OLYHW`WH`ZH[[LU[PVU[V[OLX\HSP[`VM
YLSH[PVUZOPWZIL[^LLUWLVWSLYH[OLY[OHUSVJH[PUNHU`KPMÄJ\S[PLZ^P[OPUHUPUKP]PK\HS
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE DAY’S CONTENTS BEFORE BOOKING,
PLEASE CONTACT BETHANDJOOLS@HOTMAIL.COM OR 07935 902787.
www.treehousetalesfamilytherapy.co.uk
£35 (INCLUDES A LOVELY LUNCH)
6

Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for news, views and photo gallery

Annual Quiet Day

4H`(Thurs 10.00-4.00)

The Quiet Day (organised with the Othona Guild of Health group) is led this year by
Rev Michael Deegan, warden of the Pilsdon Community. Please bring packed lunch
£6 PAYABLE ON ARRIVAL
– soup, tea and coffee are provided.

Mindfulness for Men

4H`(Fri-Sun pm)

4PUKM\SULZZPUZOVY[PZHTLKP[H[PVUIHZLKSPMLWYHJ[PJL^OPJOOHZOLSWLKJV\U[SLZZ
WLVWSL[VSLHYU[OLZRPSSZ[OL`ULLKLP[OLY[VÄUKHJSLHYLYMVJ\ZHUKZ[PSSULZZPU[OL
midst of a busy, frantic and high pressure life, or to cope creatively with anxiety,
Z[YLZZHUKKLWYLZZPVU4HU`WLVWSLMYVTIV[OLUKZVM[OPZZWLJ[Y\TOH]LJVTL[V
swear by it, as something that has changed for the better the way they approach life.
This course for men offers new skills, not any kind of group therapy!
Tim Stead is a parish priest who has practised Christian forms of contemplative
WYH`LYMVY`LHYZ/LKPZJV]LYLK4PUKM\SULZZPUHUKPZHUHJJYLKP[LK
TPUKM\SULZZ[LHJOLY^P[O[OL6_MVYK4PUKM\SULZZ*LU[YL[LHJOPUN[OLPY4PUKM\SULZZ
)HZLK*VNUP[P]L;OLYHW`4)*;JV\YZLHZ^LSSHZJV\YZLZPU[OLWHYPZOHUKMVY
JSLYN`/PZÄYZ[IVVRMindfulness and Christian Spirituality^HZW\ISPZOLKPU
£160 (£130 CONC.)
www.hthq.org.uk and www.oxfordmindfulness.org

Community Essentials

4H`¶1\UL(Tues-Sun am)

A varied exploration into the sense of community embodied in shared ‘work, worship,
study and play’ as our founder put it. Fun creative time together in a great location.
0UJS\KLZKPZJ\ZZPVUZLN¸0ZYLSPNPVU^VY[OZH]PUN&¹^P[O^HYKLUTony Jaques.
Some rooms shared, book early for singles.
SPECIAL PRICING: TAKE THE YEARS OF YOUR AGE OR 60 (WHICHEVER IS LESS) AND MULTIPLY BY 4 –
THIS IS HOW MANY POUNDS WE WILL CHARGE YOU FOR FULL BOARD.

Listening to the Green Heartbeat – a Nature-based retreat
1\UL(Thurs-Sun pm)
The natural world has a profound capacity to resonate with our human feeling states
both energetically or through the symbolism that may be found e.g. in the changing
seasons or the passage of night and day. Tuning-in to this can help us tune-in to
ourselves. This retreat is facilitated by ecologist and psychotherapist Dr Julie Walker.
It gives us the chance to explore how an enriched relationship with the natural world
JHUILULÄ[V\YZLUZLVM^LSSILPUNH[HZWPYP[\HSLTV[PVUHSHZ^LSSHZWO`ZPJHSSL]LS
4VZ[ZLZZPVUZ^PSSILV\[ZPKLPU[OLNYV\UKZHUKZ\YYV\UKPUNHYLH^LH[OLY
permitting). The retreat is group based but offers space and time for each to explore
individually what it means to encounter Nature in an intentional, contemplative way.
0UJOHWLS[OLYL^PSSIL[PTL[VYLÅLJ[VUYLHKPUNZ[OH[L_WYLZZHUKL_WSVYLV\Y
relationship to Nature and to ourselves, drawn from writings of John O’Donohue,
nature writing, ecopsychology and spirituality.
£215 (£175 CONC.)
4VYLHIV\[1\SPL!www.pathwayspsychotherapy.co.uk
7

Open Space with foodie delights

1\UL(Tues-Sun am)

Classic Othona relaxed time, staying together in community but with minimal
programming. Coincides with Bridport Food Week culminating in a scrumptious
£264 (£200 CONC.)
festival on Saturday.

Honouring Our Sacred Self

1\UL(Sat 10.00-5.00)

A wholistic retreat day to revive body, heart and soul with yoga teacher Sian Alcock.
Welcome to a day where we can step away from our busy lives as we gently and
mindfully open ourselves to a day of nurturing, rejuvenation and healing. Gentle yoga
is a part of it, and you don’t need previous experience – total beginners are welcome.
£50, LUNCH INCLUDED, OR £55 IF BOOKING IN FINAL 2 WEEKS.
www.sacredshores.net
ALL ENQUIRIES AND BOOKINGS THROUGH SIAN ON 07527 052273 OR SIAN.SACREDSHORES@GMAIL.COM

Community Essentials

1\UL¶1\S`>LK4VUHT

A varied exploration into the sense of community embodied in shared ‘work, worship,
study and play’ as our founder put it. Fun creative time together in a great location.
0UJS\KLZKPZJ\ZZPVUZLN¸0ZYLSPNPVU^VY[OZH]PUN&¹^P[O^HYKLUTony Jaques.
Sarah Pennington and Gilo offer a Big Sing Day option on Sat 1 July (ring or see
website for more details). Some rooms shared, book early for singles.
SPECIAL PRICING: TAKE THE YEARS OF YOUR AGE OR 60 (WHICHEVER IS LESS) AND
MULTIPLY BY 4 – THIS IS HOW MANY POUNDS WE WILL CHARGE YOU FOR FULL BOARD.

Summer Sizzler – Weekend of Singing

 1\S`(Fri-Sun pm)

Renowned singing teachers and choir leaders Nick Petts and Jon Conway serve
up another feast of songs, mostly learnt by ear so you don’t need to read music.
The uplifting experience of vibrant harmonies making the many, one. A great mixture
of songs, plus Saturday evening cabaret where everyone’s a star!
£180 (£30 SINGLE ROOM SUPPLEMENT)
4VYLKL[HPSZ!jonconway.co.uk/retreats
ALL ENQUIRIES AND BOOKINGS TO JON.MUSICMAN@GMAIL.COM OR 07917 310477

Living with Dying

 1\S`(Thurs-Sun pm)

‘It is not death that a man should fear, but he should fear never beginning to live’
Death is the one certainty in life that we all share. But when do we talk about it in any
KLW[O&;OPZSVUN^LLRLUKPUHZ\WWVY[P]LJVTT\UP[`ZL[[PUN^L»SSZLL^OH[KLH[O
means to us individually and collectively. Accepting the fragility and transience of life
can be uniquely liberating, helping to put into perspective our everyday worries and
preoccupations, and – ultimately – may enable us to live more freely and bravely.
Kym Winter and Peter BerryHYL^LSSX\HSPÄLKMHJPSP[H[VYZI`WLYZVUHSL_WLYPLUJL
and professional expertise – both being therapists who’ve also faced relatively young
family members coping with life-threatening illnesses. They’ll help us create a space in
which to face this great taboo, explore some of our fears and fantasies about it… and
L]LUOH]LZVTLM\UHSVUN[OL^H`(SVUN^LLRLUKVMKPZJ\ZZPVUZÄSTJVU[LTWSH[PVU
£215 (£175 CONC.)
HY[THRPUNHIVUÄYLHUKV\YV^U6[OVUHº+LH[O*HMt»
8

Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for more about each event and Othona

New Horizons in Islam

1\S`(Fri-Sun pm)

(SSYLSPNPV\Z[YHKP[PVUZL]VS]L>OH[HYL[OLNYV^[OWVPU[Z[VKH`MVY4\ZSPTZ
WHY[PJ\SHYS`OLYLPU[OL<2&>OH[HYL[OLJOHSSLUNLZHUKOV^HYL[OL`ILPUN
YLZWVUKLK[V&>OLYLHYL[OLUL^WVZZPIPSP[PLZMVYJVVWLYH[PVUHUKT\[\HS
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN^P[OUVU4\ZSPTZ&>OL[OLY^LPKLU[PM`HZ*OYPZ[PHUZ4\ZSPTZ
VY¸ULP[OLYVM[OLHIV]L¹[OLZLJHUILYLHSS`PTWVY[HU[X\LZ[PVUZMVY\Z
Dilwar Hussain and Rabiha Hannan (a husband and wife team) are ideal guides for
this weekend. They both have wide experience of work in social policy, education,
Islamic studies, inter-faith understanding and extremism. They are co-founders of
New Horizons in British Islam¸HMVY^HYKSVVRPUNVYNHUPZH[PVULUNHNLZPUJYP[PJHS
KPZJ\ZZPVUZHYV\UK4\ZSPTPKLU[P[`[YHKP[PVUHUKYLMVYT[VWYV]PKLHWVZP[P]L
JVU[L_[\HS]PZPVUVM^OH[P[TLHUZ[VIL4\ZSPT[VKH`¹
This weekend is open to all and we welcome children (Dilwar and Rabiha will bring
theirs); there will be activity options for them while adults are in session.
SPECIAL PRICING: TAKE THE YEARS OF YOUR AGE OR 60 (WHICHEVER IS LESS) AND
MULTIPLY BY 2.5 – THIS IS HOW MANY POUNDS WE WILL CHARGE YOU FOR FULL BOARD.

Family Week

 1\S`¶(\N(Sat-Fri am)

Shake off the dust of school and work – and join us for a week of fun and
[VNL[OLYULZZMVYHSSHNLZ4VYLKL[HPSZVM[OLHJ[P]P[PLZVUVMMLY[VILJVUÄYTLK
I`[OLILNPUUPUNVM4HYJO9\TV\Y!JV\SK[OPZ[\YUV\[[VILHYLWLH[VMSHZ[`LHY»Z
HTHaPUNS`WVW\SHY-\U>P[O:JPLUJL^LLR&
£316 (£239 CONC.) 11-18: £164 3-10: £126

Music and More

5-11 Aug (Sat-Fri am)

A family holiday at Othona is about people of all ages getting together and
deepening their relationships - without needing to compete or judge ourselves.
This week it’ll be the joys of music that particularly ‘build community’.
Joanna EdenJHUOLSWHU`IVK`ÄUK[OLWHY[VM[OLT[OH[LUQV`ZZPUNPUNHUKOH]PUN
all kinds of fun with music. She’s a professional musician who just loves working with
amateurs and total beginners too. This week she’ll be inviting us to enjoy all kinds of
T\ZPJPUJVTT\UP[`@V\^HU[[V^YP[LHZVUN&+L]PZLHKHUJL¶[VT\ZPJ`V\SV]L
VY[OH[`V\»]LQ\Z[JYLH[LK&7\[[VNL[OLYVULVM6[OVUH»ZT\JOSV]LKJVUJLY[
L]LUPUNZ&4H`IL`V\»YLJYLH[P]LPUV[OLY^H`Z[OHU[OLT\ZPJHS¶[OLUOV^HIV\[
IYPUNPUNHY[HUKKLZPNUPU[V[OLTP_&0UWYL]PV\Z`LHYZ^L»]LL]LUKL]PZLKTPUP
stage shows from scratch!
Facebook: JoannaEdenSingerSongwriter
£316 (£239 CONC.) 11-18: £164 3-10: £126

“Amazing place, excellent event, groovy folks, way cool!”
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,IHYHQWKHFRQFHVVLRQDU\UDWHLVDSUREOHPIRU\RXZHKDYHD:10+-07$81./$SSOLFDWLRQVIRUEXUVDULHV±LQZULWLQJ!
WRWKHZDUGHQSOHDVH OHWWHURUHPDLOWRQ\#RWKRQDEERUJXN ±DUHWUHDWHGLQFRQ¿GHQFH

7KH45.43++65.-07$-/12,$0-,3LVIUHHO\DYDLODEOHWRWKRVHZKRQHHGLW XSWRGD\VSHUSHUVRQSHU¿QDQFLDO\HDU 
,W¶VQRWWLHGWRHOLJLELOLW\IRUVWDWHEHQH¿WVIRULQVWDQFH<RXFKRRVHLILW¶VDSSURSULDWHIRU\RXDQGZHZLOODFFHSW\RXU
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2WKRQDLVDQRWIRUSUR¿WFKDULW\DQGLVNQRZQDVYHU\DIIRUGDEOH2XU+,-./-0/$-/12,$0-,3UHÀHFWVWKHUHDOFRVW
RI\RXUVWD\,I\RXYDOXH2WKRQD¶VZRUNDQGFDQDGGDGRQDWLRQSOHDVHGR<RXUJLIWVDOORZXVWRRIIHUJHQHURXV
FRQFHVVLRQVDQGEXUVDULHVLQFDVHRIQHHG

Astronomy Week

DOOEXWWKHGHSRVLW

'03$751$:55A6.L$23++$,9-.$Q$P5.,9$-93-/R
3OHDVHVHQGIXOOSD\PHQWQRZZLWK\RXUERRNLQJ1%2XUFKDUJHVDVTXRWHGQRZLQFOXGHDQ\FRXUVHIHHV

Time to reach for the stars with the expert help of professional astronomer
Roger Noble. This year his illustrated talks each day will dwell on plans for
O\THUL_WSVYH[PVUVM4HYZHUK[OL*HZZPUPWYVILK\L[VJYHZOSHUKVU:H[\YU
in September), as well as more general understanding of the cosmos. Roger also
IYPUNZHÄULJVTW\[LYN\PKLKVW[PJHS[LSLZJVWLZV^LOH]LVWWVY[\UP[PLZ[VZWLUK
late evenings literally star-gazing. Saturn, the moon and ‘shooting stars’ of the
Perseid meteor shower will all be visible when the night sky is clear.

(\N4VU-YPHT

0RUHWKDQPRQWKDKHDGRIWKHHYHQWVWDUWGDWH

/HVVWKDQPRQWKPRUHWKDQZHHNDKHDG

/HVVWKDQZHHNDKHDG







Discovering Dorset

S8$751$9-@3$,5$4-.432ZHZLOOUHIXQGDYDU\LQJSURSRUWLRQRI\RXUSD\PHQW

A relaxing break in community, with international circle dancing sessions led by
Kathryn Penny, well known for her skilled but approachable way of teaching.
She has an amazing range of music and dances from many parts of the world.
:VTLHYLZPTWSLHUKTLKP[H[P]LV[OLYZTVYLPU[YPJH[LVYLULYNL[PJ4HU`ÅV^^P[O
a strong sense of the individuals in the circle losing their self-consciousness about
footwork or hand movements, tuning in to a palpable sense of oneness. No dance
PZVISPNH[VY`0M`V\»YLUL^[V[OPZ`V\^PSSÄUKNVVKZ\WWVY[MYVT2H[OY`UHUKV[OLY
dancers with more experience. (Non-dancing friends or partners who share your
bedroom are also welcome to this event.)
£241 (£189 CONC.)

(\N¶:LW[(Sat-Fri am)

&!;$<!$='>

!"#$%&'#()*

This relaxed week for families includes three all-day outings, using shared cars, to
different spots in this beautiful county. Outings will mean some extra costs for fuel,
parking and entry to attractions where necessary, but Othona will provide packed
lunches. We will do our best to tailor the outings to your expressed preferences,
but may not be able to please everyone! On days when we don’t go out together
as a community, you might want to explore on your own or in smaller groups.
£316 (£239 CONC.) 11-18: £164 3-10: £126

“Hugely enjoyable and deeply transforming. Thank You.”
10



Circle Dance Delights



These astronomy weeks are well suited for families; they can sow seeds of a lifelong
interest. Inevitably younger children will have a limited grasp of Roger’s talks, but the
universe is mind-boggling even for the best informed adult!
£316 (£239 CONC.) 11-18: £164 3-10: £126

Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for day events and non-residential participation
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Roll Up Your Sleeves

:LW[(Sat-Thurs am)

If you’ve never tried one of these weeks you may not realise how special they are.
Ideal for practical people who like to lend a hand and do something worthwhile.
Sharing umpteen jobs round the house and grounds we all get a real sense of
HJOPL]LTLU[HUKJHTHYHKLYPL¶^VYRPUNOHYK\W[VOV\YZHKH`I\[WSH`PUN
hard too with plenty of laughs and diversions. We aim to vary the jobs to suit all
abilities. If all goes according to plan we’ll be clearing the art and craft building
YLHK`MVYP[ZYLWSHJLTLU[I`HUL^-V\Y:LHZVUZ:[\KPV:LLHSZV4HYJO
£80 (NO CONCESSIONS)

Quiet Week

:LW[(Sat-Fri am)

Do you long for soulful relaxation and quiet, but not enough to go on a completely
ZPSLU[YL[YLH[&6\Y8\PL[>LLRZVMMLYHKLW[OVM[YHUX\PSSP[`HX\HSP[`VMWYLZLUJL
which will rest parts of you that need rest… and awaken parts that have dozed off!
Othona provides a simple ‘container’ that has proved its effectiveness in calming
the body, refreshing the mind and deepening inner peace.
We welcome Tess Ward to ‘hold’ this week by supporting the atmosphere of
contemplation and offering one or two daily selections of words, images and
T\ZPJ[VWYVTW[V\YYLÅLJ[PVUZ)LPUNPUJVTT\UP[`VMJV\YZL`V\^PSSILHZRLK
to help with a light household job each day; sharing these tasks in a spirit of gift,
not obligation, is a positive part of the experience.
Tess has contributed at the Greenbelt Festival and is author of The Celtic Wheel of
the YearH[YLHZ\YLKZWPYP[\HSYLZV\YJLMVYTHU`WLVWSL/LYIVVRAlternative
Pastoral Prayers draws directly on her experience in hospice chaplaincy. She is
currently writing about pilgrimage in the Celtic lands of the North East of England
where she now lives.
£351 (£274 CONC.)
tessward.wordpress.com

Honouring Our Sacred Self

:LW[(Sat 10.00-5.00)

A wholistic retreat day to revive body, heart and soul with yoga teacher Sian Alcock.
Welcome to a day where we can step away from our busy lives as we gently and
mindfully open ourselves to a day of nurturing, rejuvenation and healing. Gentle yoga
is a part of it, and you don’t need previous experience – total beginners are welcome.
(See also 29 Apr & 24 June)
£50, LUNCH INCLUDED, OR £55 IF BOOKING IN FINAL 2 WEEKS.
www.sacredshores.net
ALL ENQUIRIES AND BOOKINGS THROUGH SIAN ON 07527 052273 OR SIAN.SACREDSHORES@GMAIL.COM

“Amazing people, amazing games, and a few too many late nights!”
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Walking Week: Harvest Home

:LW[¶6J[4VU:\UHT

The perfect antidote to urban life and the pressures of work, Othona’s walking weeks
are renowned for the diversity and sheer beauty of the routes on offer. Each morning
^LZL[V\[^P[OWHJRLKS\UJOLZHUKZOHYLPUHSLK^HSRVMIL[^LLUHUKTPSLZ
These are gentle group walks, not forced marches, but Dorset has its fair share of
OPSSZZV`V\KVULLK[VILYLSH[P]LS`Ä[5V^HSRPZJVTW\SZVY`ZV`V\JHUZOHWL
your own week. Back at Othona we’ll enjoy scrumptious home-cooked food,
YLÅLJ[P]LºZLLK[PTL»LHJOTVYUPUNHUKL]LUPUNYLSH_H[PVUI`[OLJVTT\UP[`SVNÄYL
Stunning cliffpaths, hidden valleys, ancient earthworks, remote woodlands, beautiful
villages, atmospheric churches… and great little tearooms! Tony Jaques has been
SLHKPUN^HSRZOLYLMVYTVYL[OHU`LHYZI\[Z[PSSTHUHNLZ[V]HY`OPZYV\[LZHUK
discover new delights. A non-walking friend or partner who shares your bedroom is
welcome, but they will need to fend for themselves when the group is out exploring.
£326 (£249 CONC.)

Celebration! The sacred way to save the environment
6J[(Thurs-Sun pm)
This long weekend will explore why over the last thirty years faith based, sacred
environmental programmes have become the largest civil society movement on
ecology world-wide. It will explore how the faith response to issues as diverse as
wilderness; education; sacred sites and pilgrimage; climate; forestry; agriculture and
migration offers new ways forward for the environmental movement. There is a crisis
at the heart of contemporary environmentalism - the lack of a soul and the lack of
fun, humour and joy.
This long weekend will involve stories, myths and legends, creating worship
resources, and delving into the great teachings and wisdom of the major world
YLSPNPVUZ0[^PSSHSZVIL]LY`WYHJ[PJHS>OH[JV\SK`V\KVHZHYLZ\S[&>L^PSSHSZVNV
out and explore how the sacred in nature manifests itself in the local landscape, from
ÄLSKZ[OYV\NOJO\YJOI\PSKPUNZ[VV\YV^USVJHSZHJYLKOPSSZ
Martin Palmer is a regular broadcaster, author and translator, and secretary general
of the Alliance of Religions and Conservation. He has played a key role in bringing
leaders of world faiths into dialogue about conservation and climate change. He is a
welcome returnee to Othona.
4HY[PU»ZIVVRZPUJS\KLSacred Land, The Jesus Sutras and Kuan Yin: Myths and
Revelations of the Chinese Goddess of Compassion.
£195 (£155 CONC.)
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Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for news, views and photo gallery

Silence by the Sea – Exploring the Wisdom Traditions
6J[4VU;O\YZWT
There is a real hunger for an authentic and living spirituality, emerging anew from its
roots in the mystical heart of all faith traditions, but reawakened and revitalised to be
accessible and relevant for today. This retreat, whilst largely silent, will include inputs
and mutual sharing as we explore the Wisdom traditions, along with daily periods
of meditation and chants, mindful work, and time to appreciate the beautiful setting.
Given that Wisdom “is not about knowing more, but about knowing with more of
ourself… about increasing our capacity for spiritual perception from an awakened
heart” (Cynthia Bourgeault), the format of the retreat will engage us with different
aspects of our being and be reasonably intensive. You would need already a regular
meditation practice and a wish to deepen your spiritual life.
Leaders are Janet Lake and Jayne MacGregor (both members of CANA
www.christiansawakening.org) and Richard Sloan (RC priest committed to the
transformative and healing value of contemplative listening) who have attended and
been inspired by the Wisdom Schools and teachings of Revd. Dr Cynthia Bourgeault
£221 (£181 CONC.)
(www.contemplative.org).

Rebirth from the Breath: Meditations with the Aramaic Jesus
6J[(Fri-Sun pm)
“The sign of the Breathing Life of All in you is: movement and rest.”
Gospel of Thomas, saying 50
During this retreat, we will use teachings and practices suggested by the words
of Jesus in his native Aramaic language to deepen in our own sense of rebirth and
healing. This rebirth can occur when we re-connect with the timeless, always-on
part of our nature that Jesus called in Aramaic ruha. Throughout the weekend, we
^PSSL_WSVYL[OLZWPYP[\HSP[`VM@LZO\H[OL4PKKSL,HZ[LYUWYVWOL[[OYV\NOHTP_[\YL
of teaching, silent meditation, walking meditation, chant and sacred movement.
Dr. Neil Douglas-Klotz directs the Edinburgh Institute for Advanced Learning in
:JV[SHUKHUKJVMV\UKLK[OL,KPUI\YNO0U[LYUH[PVUHSMLZ[P]HSVM4PKKSL,HZ[LYU
Spirituality and Peace, now in its 14th year. His many books include Prayers of the
Cosmos The Hidden Gospel
The Genesis Meditations0U
\UKLY[OLWLUUHTL(2(*OPZO[POLHSZVH\[OVYLKHT`Z[LY`UV]LSZL[PU[OLÄYZ[
JLU[\Y`*,4PKKSL,HZ[LU[P[SLKA Murder at Armageddon.
£222 (£196 CONC.)
www.abwoon.org
“Little did I know that what actually awaited me was a carefully structured, deeply
rejuvenating gentle programme of physical and spiritual nourishment that would
touch and restore the mind, body and heart. Hilarious and nurturing company of
sensitive, thoughtful people from all different places. The accepting, caring welcome
of the core community.”
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Community Essentials – Special Bargain Event6J[(Tues-Sun pm)
Simple, nutritious and a real bargain! A week in company with other people who also
desire inclusive community and spiritual authenticity. We’ll share in everyday jobs
and meals and some of the seasonal work of Othona – probably around picking and
preserving apples.
And each day there’ll be a talk/dialogue or discussion on aspects of what we
L_WLYPLUJLHZJVTT\UP[`>OH[JHUP[TLHUPUHYHWPKS`JOHUNPUN^VYSK&(]PZP[PUN
speaker will enliven our discussions early in the week. Single rooms limited this
week so early booking is recommended.
£221 (£159 CONC.) SPECIAL: 5 NIGHTS FOR THE PRICE OF 4!

Families Bargain Break

 6J[(Wed-Sun am)

Our much-loved short break for families (and others) always offers fun and creative
opportunities: walks, games, music-making etc. So there’s no shortage of activities.
)\[`V\»SSÄUKJOHUJLZ[VYLZ[[VV¶X\HSP[`[PTL^P[O`V\YV^UMHTPS`HUKYLSH_PUN
with a mixed bunch of new friends. Othona gives a glorious break from the usual
pressures of life, from digital distractions and from deadlines. And to make it all
LHZPLY[OLLSKLZ[JOPSKPULHJOMHTPS`NYV\WJVTLZMYLLVMJOHYNL>OH[»ZUV[[VSPRL&
(See also 7-11 Apr.)
£211 (£159 CONC.) 11-18: £110 3-10: £84 BUT ELDEST CHILD PER FAMILY FREE

Neurons and Non-Duality

5V](Thurs-Sun pm)

For over 100 years science and religion have been focused on cranial tissue
as the source of all knowledge, insight, intelligence and awareness – indeed of
consciousness itself – ignoring what we already knew about the other two major
centres of intelligence. Exciting developments in neuroscience are now expanding
our understandings of the enteric (gut) neurons and the neural networks of the heart
and their integration with the brain inside the skull. We are beginning to appreciate
[OH[PUHSSMVYTZVMO\THUL_WLYPLUJLP[PZ[OLIVK`N\[HUKOLHY[[OH[ºRUV^Z»ÄYZ[
while the cranial brain is the last to know.
Karen Webb follows these developments with a sense of delighted recognition,
since the Enneagram tradition which she knows so well also brings a mature
appreciation of the contributions of the Heart and Belly as well as the Head. Through
these three centres we embody and experience the Divine. So what is this bodily
L_WLYPLUJLVM.VKSPRL&/V^KV^LSP]LHUKL_WYLZZ-HP[O/VWLHUK3V]LHZ
LTIVKPLKZWPYP[\HSILPUNZ&;VILULÄ[MYVT[OPZYL[YLH[`V\ULLKZVTLWYL]PV\Z
HJX\HPU[HUJL^P[O[OL,UULHNYHTLN2HYLU»Z0U[YVK\J[PVUH[6[OVUH 4HYJO
2HYLUPZH\[OVYVMPrinciples of the Enneagram, a regular course leader at Othona for
HSTVZ[`LHYZHUKWYVIHIS`[OL<2»ZMVYLTVZ[,UULHNYHT[LHJOLY
£249 (£209 CONC.)
www.theenneagram.co.uk
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Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for more about each event and Othona

Winter Warmer – Weekend of Singing

 5V](Fri-Sun pm)

Renowned singing teachers and choir leaders Nick Petts and Jon Conway serve
up another feast of songs, mostly learnt by ear so you don’t need to read music.
The uplifting experience of vibrant harmonies making the many, one. A great mixture
of songs, plus Saturday evening cabaret where everyone’s a star!
£180 (£30 SINGLE ROOM SUPPLEMENT)
ALL ENQUIRIES AND BOOKINGS TO JON.MUSICMAN@GMAIL.COM OR 07917 310477
4VYLKL[HPSZ!jonconway.co.uk/retreats

Mindfulness, Compassion, Health and Well-being
5V](Thurs-Sun pm)
;OPZ4PUKM\SULZZ9L[YLH[PZKLZPNULK[VOLSW`V\[VJYLH[LHNYLH[LYH^HYLULZZVM
life in the present moment and be more compassionate to yourself at all times and
especially when you are feeling pressured or under stress. The Retreat incorporates
TLKP[H[PVUWYHJ[PJLZVM4PUKM\SULZZHUK*VTWHZZPVU>L^PSSYLÅLJ[VU[OLZL
practices and explore, in pairs or within the group, ways of cultivating kindness to
your health and well-being. There will be opportunities to practice Yoga and Tai Chi.
Sue HowsePZH)(*HJJYLKP[LK;OLYHWPZ[HUKHU(JJYLKP[LK4PUKM\SULZZ;LHJOLY
:OLOHZY\UTHU`4PUKM\SIHZLK:[YLZZ9LK\J[PVUJV\YZLZHUK9L[YLH[ZVU
4PUKM\SULZZHUK*YLH[P]P[`HUKVU4PUKM\SULZZ*VTWHZZPVU4*HUK(NLPUNH[
6[OVUH:OL^VYRZ^P[O4*/LHS[OHUK>LSSILPUNHUKOV^^LJHUIYPUN[OPZPU[V
V\YL]LY`KH`SP]LZ:OLOHZHWHY[PJ\SHYPU[LYLZ[PU4*HUK(NLPUN:\LYLN\SHYS`
H[[LUKZ4*[YHPUPUNJV\YZLZHUKYL[YLH[ZH[.HPH/V\ZLHUKV[OLY4PUKM\SULZZ
*LU[YLZ4VYLHIV\[:\L!www.susanhowse.co.uk
Alison Witham has a background in Yoga and Counselling and has trained as a
TPUKM\SULZZ[LHJOLY^P[O)HUNVY<UP]LYZP[`
“Having a compassionate attitude is the ultimate basis for living a happy life.”
(The Dalai Lama)
£225 (£185 CONC.)

November 2017 to February 2018
The community is open to visitors less than usual during the winter (a time when
we catch up with maintenance, training and other development work). For details
of other opportunities during these months please watch our website or ring us.

“Feel we have been bathing in TLC! Thank You.”
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The Advent Labyrinth

1-4 Dec -YP4VUHT

The magical time of Advent gives us an alternative approach to Christmas. In shared
YLÅLJ[PVUPUZ[VYPLZHUKZVUNZPUMVVKWYLWHYLK^P[OSV]LPU^HSRPUNHILH\[PM\S
labyrinth that mirrors the journeys of our lives. We’ll have the chance to experience
it with differing intentions during the weekend, sometimes by candlelight. We can
enter deeply into the questions posed for each of us by this special season. There’ll
be time just to relax in community with others… and absolutely no shopping!
Nickie Fidgin and Nigel Thomas return to Othona by popular demand. She is a
singing teacher and skilled labyrinth facilitator; he is a chaplain to immigration
detainees, who also loves telling stories and working on a care farm.
£152 (£126 CONC.)

Christmas in Community

+LJ(Sat-Wed am)

Christmas at Othona is always rather special, with less of the things you want less
VM[LSL]PZPVUIPUNLPUNIPJRLYPUNTH`ILSVULSPULZZ&HUKTVYLVMHZWPYP[VMWLHJL
and goodwill within a temporary ‘family’ that isn’t your own but where you have a
real contribution to make. Feasting, presents, prayers – all are in the mix, but not
to excess. On Christmas Eve we visit a local organic farm for carol singing among
the straw bales. On Boxing Day you can watch hardy souls take a chilly dip in a
local harbour for charity (or even join them). Equally suited to families, couples
or individuals.
£227 (£176 CONC.) 11-18: £118 3-10: £91

New Year Celebrations

 +LJ¶1HU(Fri-Tues am)

Othona always greets the New Year in a warm-hearted community fashion, with
a feast, homegrown entertainments and a New Year walk. And we support each
V[OLYUV[PUTHRPUNPTWYVIHISLYLZVS\[PVUZI\[PUZVTLWVZP[P]LYLÅLJ[PVUVUV\Y
experience of the year just ending and hopes for the one to come. Equally suited to
families, couples or individuals.
£227 (£176 CONC.) 11-18: £118 3-10: £91

Quiet Week

-LI(Fri-Thurs am)

/V^HIV\[ZVTLZWHJLMVYYLÅLJ[PVUHZ[OPZUL^`LHYILNPUZ[V\UMVSK&;OPZ^LLRPZ
not a completely silent retreat, but offers a depth of tranquillity, a quality of presence
which will rest parts of you that need rest… and awaken parts that have dozed off!
-VYTVYLKL[HPSZZLL -LI
£351 (£274 CONC.)

“A wonderful opportunity to experience wisdom, spirituality and friendship.”
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Visit www.othonawestdorset.org.uk for day events and non-residential participation

FAQs
How many people can you accommodate?
>LOH]L]PZP[VYILKYVVTZ0UV\YI\ZPLZ[MHTPS`^LLRZ^LJHUMP[PU\W[V([V[OLY
[PTLZHU`[OPUNIL[^LLUHUKPZUVYTHS;OLTLTILYZVM[OLJVYLJVTT\UP[`SP]LPU
separate accommodation on site.
Do you have single rooms?
Yes - and twins, doubles and family rooms (but no en-suites). Just tell us your preference
on the booking form. Book early for single rooms - sometimes we will only have space left if
you’re prepared to share.
Is everything provided in the bedrooms?
Duvet, pillows and blankets are provided. You can bring your own duvet cover, bottom sheet,
pillowcases and towels if you wish to save money. Or you can hire them from us at a one-off
JVZ[VMWLYWLYZVU
What time of day do events begin and end?
9LZPKLU[PHSL]LU[Z\Z\HSS`ILNPU^P[OZ\WWLYH[WT0[OLSWZ\ZPM`V\HYYP]LHM[LYWT
Departure times are mid-morning unless otherwise indicated (e.g. Sunday p.m.).
Can I arrive a day early or stay over an extra night?
This kind of extension is sometimes possible, particularly to bridge from one event to the next.
Please ask us about the specific dates you have in mind.
Can I reach you by public transport?
Yes. There is more information, with maps and transport links, on the website.
Can I take part in an event as a non-resident?
This is sometimes possible. See our Non-Resident page on the website for more information.
How do I qualify for a concession?
You don’t have to. Our concessionary rate is freely available to anyone who feels they need
it (see our Pricing Policy on the website). It is not just for people receiving state benefits.
After all, some pensioners are comfortably off, while some people in full time work are very
hard up because of their commitments. So we trust your judgment about your own needs.
(UPUKP]PK\HSJHUJSHPTJVUJLZZPVUHY`YH[LMVY\W[VKH`ZPU[OLJHSLUKHY`LHY>LKVU»[
quote concessionary rates for children but are happy to consider a reduction if your family
needs it. Please contact us to discuss.
What is the distinction between concession and bursary?
Our concessionary rate is available as described above. A bursary is further financial help for
someone who finds even the concessionary rate too much. To ask for a bursary you need to
write to the warden (email or post) who will treat your enquiry confidentially.
Can I book online?
Yes, sort of! Visit our How to Book page on the website. You will see a choice of two Booking
Forms which you can download. One is easy to fill in, save and attach to an email. The other
is easy to print out, fill in and post. You then can choose to pay by Bank Transfer (BACS),
cheque or various other ways. We will have online booking in the near future.
How can I tell if you have room for me?
Each event page on the website has the level of availability (Space Available, Almost Full, Full)
under the event dates. This is a good guide but for various reasons cannot be 100% accurate,
especially when we are nearing fully booked. That’s why we look at every Booking Form
and respond to you personally. We also start a Waiting List for full events. If you want more
guidance on availability or have other questions please use the event page’s Enquiry form, our
*VU[HJ[MVYTIV[OVU[OL^LIZP[LVYYPUN\ZVU 
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Can I pay online?
Bank Transfer (BACS) is our recommended online payment option. For details see the How to
Book page. Paypal and credit card options will be available in the future. If you have questions
about payment, do get in touch.
Do you offer individually guided retreats?
This is a service we don’t offer. You can find places which do through www.retreats.org.uk
Do you offer private retreats, within or outside advertised events?
;OPZPZZVTL[PTLZWVZZPISL"WSLHZLLTHPSIVVRPUNZ'V[OVUHIIVYN\RVYWOVUL 
[VLUX\PYLHIV\[ZWLJPMPJKH[LZ4HU`WLVWSLSVVRPUNMVYHUPUMVYTHSYL[YLH[L_WLYPLUJLMPUKV\Y
Quiet Weeks and Open Spaces, with a balance of chill out and community, meet their needs.
Can I stay for a longer period?
Our ‘Sabbatical Stays’ can be anything from a fortnight to a month. Please see our Sabbatical
:[H`ZWHNLHUKJVU[HJ[\ZPM`V\^PZO[VL_WSVYLWVZZPIPSP[PLZ<ZLVMV\YSPIYHY`HUKVY[OLHY[
room could be just the thing for your sabbatical or career break. The library is particularly rich
in spirituality of many faiths and radical Christian theology. The art room has a range of
materials you are welcome to use - or bring your own. We cannot offer prolonged stays where
your main needs are therapeutic. Othona only has living space for those who work as part of
the core community.
Do you hire out the centre for group use?
Yes, occasionally. We have a few openings each year for ‘outside group’ bookings not
advertised in our own Programme. We find this works where you are not looking for ‘just
another venue’ but want the special ethos of a community. Please contact the warden
[VU`'V[OVUHIIVYN\RVY [VKPZJ\ZZWVZZPIPSP[PLZ
How do you cater for people with disabilities?
All our communal rooms and two downstairs bedrooms are wheelchair-accessible. There is a
hearing loop in the chapel. Assistance dogs are an exception to Othona’s general no dogs rule.
What’s your food like? Will my special diet be a problem?
We always try to provide home-cooked, healthy, scrumptious meals. We grow some of our own
food and use a lot of produce which is local (West Dorset is a bit of a foodie heaven), organic
or fairly traded. We cater at all times for vegetarians as well as meat-eaters.
To share the same food is a potent symbol of our shared humanity. But if you have a serious
medical intolerance to any foodstuffs please notify us when booking – then we will clarify
whether we can exclude them from the menu.
With our small kitchen we cannot provide special meals for those on other dietary regimes.
Please do bring any supplementary food you are likely to need; ask for fridge space if you need
it; but realise that you won’t usually be able to cook it at Othona. We always stock soya milk,
gluten-free bread and rice cakes and our local town, Bridport, has various specialist food shops.
Will I have to do the washing up?
Yes! Community life means we share a few simple tasks such as washing up and preparing
vegetables, usually one each per day. Approached in a spirit of care and co-operation they
can be more like gifts than chores.
Will I have access to media?
(SSTVIPSLUL[^VYRZUV^OH]LJV]LYHNLH[6[OVUHPMZVTL[PTLZHIP[WH[JO`<YNLU[
TLZZHNLZJHUILSLM[MVY`V\PMULJLZZHY`VUV\YVMMPJLWOVUL >LKVU»[
currently have a computer for visitors’ use, nor do we offer wifi. Othona generally offers a rest
from the chatter of tv, radio, etc. except occassional use of media for discussion. If you listen
to radio or music in your room we trust you’ll keep it quiet and not disturb others. (Please
bring earphones.) Also we ask that electronic games are left at home.
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Will my children like it?
>OVJHUL]LYWYLKPJ[&)\[ZLYPV\ZS`^L\Z\HSS`KLZPNUL]LU[ZK\YPUNZJOVVSOVSPKH`Z[VIL
MHTPS`MYPLUKS`4VZ[JOPSKYLUHKQ\Z[X\PJRS`[VJVTT\UP[`SPMLHUKSV]LP[ZMYLLKVTZ=PZP[V\Y
public Facebook group and our photo galleries. These will literally give you a picture of how
other children and young people experience Othona West Dorset. We ask that electronic
gaming consoles, tablets, etc are left at home so as to leave room for interaction and creative
play. We have an established child protection policy.
How inclusive are you?
Othona values diversity and aims to break down barriers of age, sex, race, ability and background.
We were pioneers among Christian centres in actively welcoming people regardless of sexual
orientation. Learn more about Othona’s beginnings and our values and beliefs.
What if I’m not Christian, or not even religious?
@V\KVU»[OH]L[VIL*OYPZ[PHU[VLUQV`6[OVUHVY[VIL^LSJVTLOLYL4HU`6[OVUHWLVWSL
are Christian, but some are of other faiths. And many others are reluctant to be identified with
any one religion, seeing themselves on a spiritual search. Only if you were indifferent or hostile
to any such search would we suggest you think again about visiting Othona. Learn more
about Othona’s beginnings and our values and beliefs.
How ‘holy’ is the atmosphere in your community?
Spiritual health is about being fully human - which may or may not include being religious.
Othona supports anybody who takes spiritual health seriously - by which we don’t mean
ZVSLTUS`º>OVSL`»YH[OLY[OHUº/VS`»&@V\^VU»[LUJV\U[LYHSV[VMWPV\Z[HSRUVYWYLZZ\YL
to share other people’s beliefs.
We hope you’ll find ‘soul nourishment’ in our chapel – as well as on the beach, in the art room,
round the dinner table. We have two pianos and an extensive collection of recorded music
created for us by Fiona Heyes. Our library is a treasure house of books to stir the heart and
feed the mind, particularly strong in progressive theology and multi-faith spirituality.
So in what sense is Othona Christian?
In a profoundly open sense – open-hearted and open-minded – which we believe Christianity
H[P[ZILZ[PZ/LYLH[6[OVUH>LZ[+VYZL[^LZWLHRVMILPUN¸YVV[LKPU[OL*OYPZ[PHUOLYP[HNL¯
VWLU[V[OL^PKLUPUNM\[\YL¹>LOVUV\Y[OLYL]VS\[PVUHY`OLHY[VM1LZ\Z»[LHJOPUN^OLU
Othona embraces and learns from people of all faiths and none. Could a Christianity evolving
PU[OLZ[JLU[\Y`ZL[[SLMVYSLZZ&/V^JY\JPHSP[PZ[OH[[OL^VYSK»ZNYLH[MHP[OZZOV\SKYLSH_
their defensiveness and explore common ground. Othona is one tiny step in that direction.
What’s next for Othona?
In recent years, with much help from kind donations, we built a new house ‘Largesse’ to
replace the warden’s dilapidated cottage, and enlarged our car park. The next such project on
our horizon is to replace our old art and craft building with a Four Seasons Studio. The new
building will provide more space, better facilities and be adaptable to uses ranging from a
variety of arts and crafts to bodywork, from seminars to recreation. We are now at the stage of
KL]LSVWPUNWSHUZHUKYHPZPUNM\UKZ^P[O[OLHPTVMI\PSKPUNZ[HY[PUNPU(\[\TU
What does the name Othona mean?
>L»YLUV[Z\YLI\[P[WYVIHIS`TLHUZ¸OVTL¹0[^HZ[OL9VTHUZ»UHTLMVYHMVY[[OL`I\PS[
on the Essex coast. The garrison there may well have been conscripted from Sarmatia
TVKLYU/\UNHY`HUK¸V[[OVU¹PU[OLPY4HN`HYSHUN\HNL^V\SKOH]LTLHU[OVTLº6[[OVUH»PU
TVKLYU/\UNHYPHUTLHUZºOVTL»6\[VM[OLY\PUZVM[OH[MVY[YVZLH*OYPZ[PHUJO\YJOPU(+
Close by that church is the other (and first) Othona centre at Bradwell-on-Sea in Essex. Today
the Othona Community is a far-flung network of people with a love for one or both centres.
Newcomers and non-members are just as welcome as long-established Othona members.
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Terms and Conditions
Please read this page carefully. It relates to your financial security and personal safety. Without
your agreement to these terms (by signing the booking form) we cannot accept your booking.

Cancellation Costs

If I have to cancel I accept that Othona returns a varying proportion of my payment:
4VYL[OHUTVU[OHOLHKVM[OLL]LU[Z[HY[KH[L!
HSSI\[[OLKLWVZP[
Less than 1 month, more than 1 week ahead:
50%
Less than 1 week ahead:
10%
On or after start date:
nil
I am aware I could take out insurance against loss due to cancellation.
I accept that Othona reserves the right to change or cancel events as necessary.

Recreation at Othona
One of the delights of Othona is its relatively ‘wild’ outdoor environment. We want to keep
this open to all and safe for all. Please read this carefully as it constitutes part of your terms
and conditions for booking.
By booking to stay at Othona West Dorset I am agreeing to all of the following:
Any or all of the members of my family or party listed on the booking form may want to play
and engage in other recreational activities in the grounds of the Othona Community, including
use of the equipment known as the Treehouse.
I understand that:
a. The grounds include varied terrain on which care is needed to avoid accidental injury.
They are largely ‘undomesticated’ for the sake of wildlife and bio-diversity.
There may be plants growing wild which are poisonous if eaten.
b. As in any wild environment, common sense is needed to enjoy the surroundings and
avoid danger.
c. The possibility of injury to myself and others will always exist.
0JVUÄYT[OH[!
a. I am aware and accept that there are potential risks to myself and others and I will not
deliberately endanger myself or others.
b. I acknowledge and accept the responsibility for the supervision of any child of mine who
plays in the grounds, including use of the Treehouse.
c. I will comply – and ensure any child of mine complies - with the Othona Community
guidelines as to use of the Treehouse or any other play equipment.
K 0^PSSVUS`HSSV^T`JOPSKYLU[V\ZL[OL;YLLOV\ZL^OLU0OH]LZH[PZÄLKT`ZLSM[OH[
it is safe for them to do so.
I hereby release, remise and forever discharge from any claims and liabilities whatsoever
without limitation the Othona Community, its employees and volunteer helpers and any other
person playing in the grounds who might injure me or my child(ren) howsoever arising, and
I make this release on behalf of myself, my heirs, executors and administrators.

0M`V\ULLKL_[YHIVVRPUNMVYTZHUKJHUUV[WOV[VJVW`JHSS\ZVU 
or visit the booking section of our website.
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